Trinary switch wiring diagram

Okay guys, we get asked this question a lot. It is a good question. This post is only going to
cover wiring the cooling fan part of the trinary switch. The rest of the wiring is going to follow
the directions given to you with the Vintage Air Kit. Before we get too far, it is important to
understand what a trinary switch does. It is a safety switch for air-conditioning systems. It is a
three-function switch tri-nary. It automatically shuts off the power to the air-conditioning clutch
if the refrigerant pressure gets too high or too low. It will also automatically turn on the engine
cooling fan when the compressor is running. You can see that here. Wiring diagram from
Vintage Air for Trinary Switch. Your Infinitybox system is going to control your cooling fan. This
link will take you to this blog post. First, when the coolant temperature exceeds the set point of
the thermostatic switch. Running the air-conditioning compressor increases the load on the
engine. Take a close look at the wiring diagram from Vintage Air. The fan part of the circuit is
what we are discussing. There are a pair of blue wires on the trinary switch. These are the
contacts for the cooling fan. One of the blue wires connects to ground. Either of the blue wires
will work for this ground connection. In the Vintage Air diagram, you will see that the blue wire
on the trinary switch is used to ground switch the coil of the cooling fan relay. When the
pressure of the refrigerant in the system exceeds the set point of the trinary switch it will close
its contacts and connect the fan trigger to ground. With your Infinitybox system, there are no
relays. You will note that the trinary switch is wired in parallel with the thermostatic switch
installed on the engine. You can splice the two wires together in the connector going onto the
thermostatic switch. Electrically, they just need to be wired in parallel. You can download a PDF
copy of this wiring diagram by clicking this link. Please contact our technical support team if
you have any questions about wiring your cooling fan trigger into your trinary switch. Great
coverage of the raser tachyon speed featuring our Infinitybox system. Thanks supercarblondie
twitter. Great Job James! Check out infinityboxllc install in a Charger. It is simple, clean and
efficient. This combo gets you speed sensitive control of your wiring. My son, James, has been
working on the piano version of the Marble Machine Song and just produced this video. Thanks
for all the great things that you do. You can see a more detailed picture of the Vintage Air wiring
diagram in the picture below. Recent Tweets Great coverage of the raser tachyon speed
featuring our Infinitybox system. Vintage Air Trinary Switch Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram
is a simplified agreeable pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the
components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the facility and signal associates
surrounded by the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives assistance practically the relative
point and concurrence of devices and terminals upon the devices, to incite in building or
servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would decree more detail of the innate appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative notation to play up interconnections more than
instinctive appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create
definite that all the friends have been made and that everything is present. Architectural wiring
diagrams take steps the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting,
and surviving electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown
approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring
diagrams use pleasing symbols for wiring devices, usually swap from those used on schematic
diagrams. The electrical symbols not and no-one else play in where something is to be installed,
but next what type of device is innate installed. For example, a surface ceiling well-ventilated is
shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling blithe has a alternative symbol, and a surface
fluorescent blithe has option symbol. Each type of switch has a interchange fable and for that
reason complete the various outlets. There are symbols that accomplish the location of smoke
detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the
electrical inspection authority to implement association of the dwelling to the public electrical
supply system. Wiring diagrams will plus increase panel schedules for circuit breaker
panelboards, and riser diagrams for special facilities such as fire alarm or closed circuit
television or further special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website
to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We
also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website.

These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option
to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. The Jalopy Journal. Terms of
Service. Privacy Policy. Log in or Sign up. Atomic Industries Register now to get rid of these
ads! The H. Planning on having my main fan come on and off with temp sensor. But AC
condensor fan Only downside I can see is that the condenser fan will always be running whilst
AC is on via switch in cab. But then Keep it simple though. You need your fan running constant
with ac on anyways. My thought is with the trianary switch the fan cycles with the high low
changes in the ac head pressure. Binary will shut off the compressor if the head pressure goes
stupid. Running a mechanical fan makes this more simple. Just use the binary. But we can't do
the mechanical fan in every build. Had an electric fan on my old coupe with the tri mary switch.
Saw the fan slow on the highway with the air on. Then it would cycle back on as the head
pressure rose. DesotoHemi and olscrounger like this. Trinary does both, protect the
compressor and run the fan, binary only protects the comptrssor. Wrench97 , Sep 7, Algoma56
likes this. Someomne got a wiring diagram of what that looks like and how it operates. There are
a lot of designs for the wiring, for example terminal 4 could be wired to a ground to have
terminal 3 provide ground side relay at a 5 prong fan relay or to a ign current side. FAKKY likes
this. Not the best photo, but you can get the real deal from the online Vintage Air catalog.
Almostdone , Sep 7, Yes have seen that VA trinary link. Part is I can follow the wiring I wont
have it linked to a temp sensor or thermostat in radiator pin So that makes me thing that the AC
switch in dash turns the signal on to activate both the AC compressor and FAN both via signal
to pin BUt what happens when pressure gets to high - isn't the circuit just going to be cut Marie,
Ontario. The trinary switch is designed to close circuit to fan, when pressure gets to a certain
level. That way fan comes on, and cools the condenser, bringing the operating pressure down.
If the pressure in system gets too high, or too low, then the binary part of that trinary switch,
will cut out the compressor, for safety reasons. I didn't look it up yet, but I think Vintage Air had
the pressure set points listed in their description, or refrigeration basics article. Algoma56 , Sep
8, FAKKY , lothiandon and olscrounger like this. Do you need to add a temp switch in the circuit
for engine cooling? Wrench97 , Sep 8, As I understand it The trinary switch is connected to the
fan relay, which is how it can control the cooling fan. The cooling fan in my car is controlled by
a engine coolant temperature, b a rheostat I can control, and c the trinary switch. Does that
make sense? My knowledge comes from recently wiring my system. Almostdone , Sep 8, ART ,
Sep 8, Almostdone is right on the tri-switch is like having three separate pressure switches one
to protect the system in case it goes low on Freon kepting the compressor off until the system
has around 14 psi. The second cycles the engine cooling fan to maintain around psi. The third
turning the compressor off when the pressure exceeds psi. The engine cooling system is
operated by its own controls and is paralleled into the same fans. Where is Moriarity when you
need him,,,,,,,sounds much more street rod than traditional. Actually,,,,it reminded me of my OT
Honda Accord. Lol,,,,,carry on. DesotoHemi , Sep 8, Moriarity likes this. Moriarity , Sep 8, Show
Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
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Industry Our Affiliate Link Policy. Twitter Instagram. Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember
me. Log in. Forgot password or user name? Login or Register Here. Login is located in the
upper right corner of all pages. Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 1. Filtered by:. Previous
template Next. I am installing a vintage air system that came with a binary switch and have just
installed electric fans, so I need a trinary switch. My question is do I need to purchase it from
them, if they have some proprietary switch, or can I buy any brand? If I can buy any brand what
do you recommend? Thanks for any help. Tags: None. Tom Greenleaf. Just be able to go back
and get one from the kit maker if it doesn't work. If both had specs listed match those up save
some wasted time,. Comment Post Cancel. They only list their own part number but the specs
are Description: Vintage Air replacement trinary switches combine low and high pressure
compressor clutch cut-off functions plus an electric fan engagement signal at psi. The low
pressure cut-off of these trinary switches is 30 psi and the high pressure cut-off is psi. These
are the replacement switches only for Vintage Air trinary switch kits. Just trying to save when I
can. Aftermarket trinary switches can be supplied in NC fan and NO fan. Red Dot switch cost
more than you quoted, so no money saved, Also if you need a NO and order a NC the relay to
"flip flop" it will eat up any savings. I go with genuine Red Dot as I have trouble with knock-offs,
and the price is not worth the hassle of a switch going out while on the road. Once again WOW
Cornbinder! Great insight on importance on this part for this not my game with "Vintage Air"
just heard of it. Forced to find now "cloned" things on line vs genuine stuff has really messed
me up. OMG the brand names are cloned on junk stuff! Save the novel for some time have had
horror show failures because of poor plastic items, rubber items, metals of all sorts, clips and

fasteners of all sorts on that list. Can't get a box of screws by and get 90 good ones type things.
If the item is important enough don't let cost wreck the show now ticked off like a lot of folks
you need weapons to so much as open a small item packaging was more important than the
contents apparently so it can be counted, shipped and available without anything but a
scanning no regard for if it fits or works for an intended purpose. Do your best to find out if
what you want is real is the best I can suggest so it's not the problem! Their website, We just
installed one of their systems in a Mustang GT knockoff. Vintage Air replacement trinary
switches combine low and high-pressure compressor clutch cut-off functions plus an electric
fan engagement signal at Last edited by Cornbinder89 ; , PM. Reason: deleted hyperlink. Yes
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